
TEA's Zero Waste High-Rise Project - SAMPLE Action Plan
Monday, November 30, 2020

M5V 2C3Building Address 30 Duncan Street

SivanesanContact: Sayan

What's your role in the building? (check all that apply)

Resident

What gaps, or opportunities to improve waste, did you identify in your building? List them here.

Garbage chute rooms are not accessible: very small, no door assist button, and heavy chute handle
Chute rooms can use more signage on what is recycling vs garbage
Recycling is collected outside, near the garage entrance. This is not a convenient location: poorly lit, cold in winter,
and close to traffic to and from the garage
Recycling bins are tall and have heavy doors; can be difficult for many residents to use
Recycling bins have outdated and faded signage 
Can collect additional streams of special waste: hazardous waste, fluorescent light bulbs, cooking oil 
Existing Green Team is looking for project ideas that can have a measurable impact
Management uses bulletin boards, notices and posters to communicate; residents and Green Team can also post
with office permission
Office uses email to reach most units, but not all - use printed notices to reach the rest 

Based on your list above, and your desired timeframe, which one of the gaps and opportunities do 
you want to develop a plan for now?
Make recycling more accessible for residents
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1. Current situation - Describe  the gap or opportunity that you want to address in this plan. 

Some residents place their recycling down the garbage chute - especially during the winter - because 
it is di�cult and cold to carry recycling outside to bins that are far from building
The tall bins with heavy lids makes recycling inaccessible to some residents 
Recycling signs on bins are faded and hard to read, and there aren't recycling guides in all waste 
areas (chute rooms). This leads to confusion so residents make mistakes about what to recycle

2. Future situation - Imagine this issue is improved - what does it look like now?

Residents can dispose of recycling indoors and no longer put any recycling in the garbage chute: 
there are indoor carts (two) in common areas (e.g. laundry area, garage)
There is clear, easy to read recycling signs with pictures throughout the building, on recycling bins 
and carts. All residents know what to recycle
Staff monitor indoor recycling carts and empty them in outside Blue Bins. Staff can see major 
contamination (recycling mistakes)
Staff spend less time dealing with clogged waste chutes from bulky cardboard boxes and 
recyclables in the garbage chute

3. Action steps - What steps are needed to achieve the improvement you want? 

Survey residents on their challenges with recycling: Green Team makes survey and asks O�ce to 
send email and post �yers about survey. 
Green Team reviews resident feedback and suggestions for making recycling easier
Schedule meeting with superintendent and management to discuss resident feedback, determine 
solutions
Order new signs and posters with big text and images from waste provider (or make custom signs if 
needed). 
Post signs on bins, and in all waste chute rooms.

If indoor recycling cart is determined to be a good solution for addressing resident challenges:
Order carts. 
Post signs and set-up new indoor recycling area with signs on indoor carts. 
Make announcement via several channels to promote new indoor recycling carts
Monitor and track use; report-back to community on change 

4. Project team - Who needs to be involved to ensure your plan is successful?

Property Manager (approve plan, help with communication efforts) 
Superintendent (approve plan, help with implementation) 
Cleaning staff (give input to plan, monitor and handle recycling, share feedback) 
Green Team (lead communication efforts, work with staff to track usage of recycling carts, and 
corresponding change in garbage) 
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5. Timeline - What is the timeframe for your plan?

December: survey other residents, review feedback and meet with property manager, superintendent and 
staff to discuss and agree on solutions; start tracking fullness levels of recycling and garbage bins each 
week

January: order signs from waste provider, order carts (if approved); develop communications 
about new carts (�yers/posters); continue tracking fullness levels of recycling and garbage 
bins

February: launch new service; monitor and track use of indoor carts; continue tracking fullness of bins; 
report steps completed and early results to TEA by Feb 28

March onwards: continue tracking fullness of bins; report back to residents on results and 
improvements as a result of community efforts 

6. Track progress - What results show that you are making progress in your plan, and how will you 
measure impact?

Distribute survey to all 160 units (by email, notices)
Collect at least 32 surveys (20% of units) from residents (send reminders to get that number)
16 of 16 chute rooms get new recycling guides and information posted
5 of 5 outdoor recycling bins have new recycling labels posted
Track number and fullness of recycling and garbage bins each week on pick up day - monitor if it 
increases or decreases
If indoor carts approved: 2 indoor recycling areas set up
Ask staff monthly if clogged chutes have decreased 

7. Communications Plan - How will you communicate about this project with residents and staff?

Send out resident survey by email, paper notices and notices on bulletin boards
Hold meeting with Green Team, property manager and building staff to talk about survey 
results and ideas
Post recycling notices and signs in building
If carts approved: launch with letter from Green Team via email & paper, post notices in chute 
rooms, on bulletin boards 
Provide ongoing updates on progress and results via email, bulletin boards 

8. Getting started - Tell us what you can do in the next 24 hours to get your plan started! 
Schedule a Green Team meeting to discuss idea 
Start drafting resident survey questions 
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